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13 ABSTRACT: By, in effect, rendering pharmacokinetics an exper-
14 imentally adjustable parameter, the ability to perform feedback-
15 controlled dosing informed by high-frequency in vivo drug
16 measurements would prove a powerful tool for both pharmacological
17 research and clinical practice. Efforts to this end, however, have
18 historically been thwarted by an inability to measure in vivo drug
19 levels in real time and with sufficient convenience and temporal
20 resolution. In response, we describe a closed-loop, feedback-
21 controlled delivery system that uses drug level measurements
22 provided by an in vivo electrochemical aptamer-based (E-AB) sensor
23 to adjust dosing rates every 7 s. The resulting system supports the maintenance of either constant or predefined time-varying
24 plasma drug concentration profiles in live rats over many hours. For researchers, the resultant high-precision control over drug
25 plasma concentrations provides an unprecedented opportunity to (1) map the relationships between pharmacokinetics and
26 clinical outcomes, (2) eliminate inter- and intrasubject metabolic variation as a confounding experimental variable, (3)
27 accurately simulate human pharmacokinetics in animal models, and (4) measure minute-to-minute changes in a drug’s
28 pharmacokinetic behavior in response to changing health status, diet, drug−drug interactions, or other intrinsic and external
29 factors. In the clinic, feedback-controlled drug delivery would improve our ability to accurately maintain therapeutic drug levels
30 in the face of large, often unpredictable intra- and interpatient metabolic variation. This, in turn, would improve the efficacy and
31 safety of therapeutic intervention, particularly for the most gravely ill patients, for whom metabolic variability is highest and the
32 margin for therapeutic error is smallest.
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34 ■ INTRODUCTION

35 A technology supporting feedback-controlled drug delivery
36 informed by high-frequency in vivo drug measurements would
37 find important applications in both pharmacological research
38 and in clinical practice. Such a technology would, for example,
39 allow researchers to treat pharmacokinetic variability as an
40 experimentally controllable parameter, enabling studies of the
41 reproducibility of therapeutic outcomes when such variability
42 is effectively eliminated (e.g., to make all animals in a test
43 cohort exhibit the same maximum drug concentration and the
44 same area under the curve). It would likewise enable the
45 accurate simulation of human pharmacokinetics in animal
46 models, rendering them better mimics of human physiol-
47 ogy.1−4 Ultimately, such a technology could similarly prove of
48 value in the clinic, where it could be used to optimize moment-
49 to-moment dosing in response to a patient’s changing

50metabolism, ensuring that a therapy’s benefits are maximized
51while its risks are minimized.5−9

52The potential scientific and clinical impact of feedback-
53controlled drug delivery has long been recognized.5,6,8,10 Its
54realization, however, has historically been thwarted by an
55inability to measure in vivo drug levels in real time and with
56sufficient convenience and temporal resolution. That is, while
57established technologies exist for the real-time measurement of
58a handful of neurotransmitters (the monoamines,11−16

59glutamate,17,18 adenosine,19 and acetylcholine18,20,21) and
60metabolites (e.g., glucose,18,22−25 lactate,18,26 and oxy-
61gen18,25,27) in the living body, each of these is reliant on the
62specific chemical reactivity of the target (e.g., the direct
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63 electrochemical oxidation of monoamines or the enzymatic
64 oxidation of glucose) and thus is not generalizable to the
65 detection of other molecules. Recently, however, we have
66 developed in vivo electrochemical aptamer-based (E-AB)
67 sensors, the first ever in vivo sensing platform that is both
68 (1) able to provide convenient, real-time, seconds-resolved
69 molecular measurements in the living body28 and (2)
70 independent of the chemical reactivity of its target, and thus
71 able to detect specific drugs.29,30 Exploiting this we have
72 achieved here the first ever example of feedback-controlled
73 drug delivery informed by high-frequency in vivo drug
74 concentration measurements. By actively adjusting dosing
75 every seven seconds, the resultant control not only achieves the
76 high-precision (±10%) maintenance of constant drug concen-
77 trations (over many hours), but can also generate predefined,
78 time-varying concentration profiles that include the ability to
79 simulate near-identical pharmacokinetics from animal to
80 animal (equivalent to eliminating pharmacokinetic variation)
81 and the accurate simulation of human pharmacokinetics in a
82 rat model.

83 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

84 E-AB sensors comprise a redox-reporter-modified aptamer that
f1 85 is attached to an interrogating electrode (Figure 1A). Upon

86 target binding the efficiency of electron transfer from the
87 reporter to the electrode is altered,29,33,34 presumably due to a

88binding-induced conformational change. This, in turn,
89produces an easily measurable change in current when the
90sensor is interrogated electrochemically using square-wave
91voltammetry.35−37 Because this signaling mechanism is
92independent of the chemical reactivity of the target, E-AB
93sensors can be and have been developed against a wide variety
94of targets.31,35,38−48 Their signaling mechanism also renders E-
95AB sensors reagentless, reversible, and selective enough to
96support measurements in situ in the living body,28,32,37,49

97attributes critical to the task of performing continuous, in vivo
98measurements. Building on these advantages,28,32,37,42,49 here
99we have adapted indwelling E-AB sensors to the problem of
100achieving high-precision, feedback-controlled drug delivery
101(Figure 1). Specifically, from among the large set of E-AB
102sensors developed to date31,35,38−48 we selected an amino-
103glycoside sensor28,40,42 as the test bed with which to
104demonstrate such delivery, as the therapeutic windows of
105these important, last-line-of-defense antibiotics are narrow,
106greatly complicating their proper dosing.50 From among the
107aminoglycosides that this sensor is capable of measuring we
108selected tobramycin as our target because of the crucial
109importance of actively managing its plasma levels to prevent
110irreversible drug-induced toxicity.51,52

111To create the feedback control loop we first fabricated
112aminoglycoside-detecting E-AB sensors that are small
113enough32 to emplace in situ inside the jugular vein of a live
114rat using a 22-gauge catheter (Figure 1B). We coupled the
115output of this sensor to a proportional-integral-derivative
116(PID) controller that computes an appropriate dosing rate
117based on the difference between the drug concentration this
118sensor measures, Cp(t), and a user-defined fixed or time-
119varying reference concentration, r(t) (Figure 1C). The PID
120controller comprises three terms: a term proportional to the
121difference between the observed and reference concentrations
122and weighted by the proportional gain, P; a term accounting
123for the integral of the difference between the observed and
124reference concentrations over time and weighted by the
125integral gain, I; and a term proportional to the derivative of the
126difference between the observed and reference concentrations
127and weighted by the derivative gain, D. Broadly, the
128proportional and integral terms adjust the instantaneous
129infusion rate to push the loop to achieve the desired
130concentration, while the “predictive” derivative term renders
131the loop stable with respect to system uncertainty; more details
132of PID control can be found in the literature.53,54 To close the
133loop we used the output of this controller to adjust (every
134seven seconds) the rate with which a syringe pump delivers the
135drug via intravenous infusion (Figure 1C). Prior to attempting
136feedback-controlled drug delivery we adjusted the gains of all
137three terms in trial runs, first in vitro in flowing buffer (Figure
138S1) and then in situ in the veins of live rats (Figure S2).
139E-AB guided feedback-control enables the high-precision
140maintenance of constant plasma drug concentrations in live
141animals. As a first demonstration of this we explored the
142system’s ability to rapidly achieve and accurately hold plasma
143drug levels at three fixed concentrations. Specifically, for each
144of three animal subjects we measured a 20 min baseline before
145initiating a PID-controlled infusion aimed at achieving
146constant, predefined plasma levels of 80, 50, or 20 μM (Figure
147 f22). Despite presumably large metabolic differences between
148the subjects (two males and one female varying in weight from
149280 to 450 g) the feedback-controlled infusions achieved
150sustained drug levels within ±5 μM of the specified

Figure 1. Closed-loop, feedback-controlled drug delivery. (A) E-AB
sensors consist of an electrode-attached aptamer modified with a
redox reporter (here methylene blue). Upon target binding the
aptamer undergoes a conformational change that alters the rate of
electron transfer from the reporter in a manner monotonically related
to target concentration.31 (B) With a diameter of ∼300 μm, E-AB
sensors are small enough to deploy using a 22-gauge catheter; for the
studies here we employed jugular placements.32 (C) Using the real-
time, seconds-resolved concentration information provided by such
indwelling E-AB sensors as input to a feedback control algorithm we
have here demonstrated the ability to actively adjust dosing rates
every 7 s via an infusion pump delivering the drug into the opposite
jugular. At each time point the controller computes the difference
between the drug concentration reported by the sensor and a user-
defined reference concentration and, based on proportional, integral,
and derivative terms, calculates the precise drug dosing rate needed to
best achieve the concentration desired at that moment.
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151 concentration set points in all three using the same set of PID
152 gain parameters. This level of precision far exceeds that
153 achieved by the constant-rate drug infusions that are currently
154 state of the art for antibiotic dosing.55,56 For example, when we
155 perform constant-rate intravenous infusions of tobramycin (10
156 mg/kg) into two male rats (360 and 420 g) we observe far
157 poorer precision in reaching and maintaining constant plasma
158 drug concentrations (Figure S3).
159 Using E-AB-driven feedback control we can easily achieve
160 the maintenance of constant plasma tobramycin concen-
161 trations centered within the drug’s narrow therapeutic window.
162 We demonstrated this by holding tobramycin at 10 times the
163 drug’s minimum inhibitory concentration, a value below that
164 considered toxic in humans yet high enough to remain
165 effective.55,57 In this experiment we reached the desired
166 concentration within 30 min of the onset of control and then

f3 167 actively held that concentration for 4 h (Figure 3A; Figure S4).
168 Of note, the time frame of this control was limited by the
169 maximum time we are allowed to keep animals under
170 anesthesia (to avoid toxic exposure to the anesthetic
171 isoflurane) and not by any failure of the sensor or the
172 resulting feedback control.
173 The controller maintains constant plasma drug levels even in
174 the face of significant metabolic variation (Figure 3A).
175 Moreover, its ability to do so provides a means of determining
176 the magnitude of this variation with unprecedented, minute-
177 scale time resolution. Once plasma drug levels have reached
178 the desired concentration, the drug’s instantaneous elimination
179 half-life, t1/2 (in min), can be derived from the infusion rate, R
180 (in μg·min−1), via58

t t V C R t( ) ln 2 MW / ( )1/2 D P(t)= · |
181 (1)

182 where MW is the molecular weight of the drug in daltons, CP is
183 the drug’s plasma concentration in molar units, and VD is the
184 volume of distribution (in liters), which can be determined
185 separately from the pharmacokinetic profiles of intravenous
186 injections (Figure S5) and is assumed to be approximately
187 constant throughout the experiment. The resultant plot of the
188 drug’s changing elimination half-life illustrates the significant
189 (here ∼3-fold) fluctuations seen for the metabolism (ex-
190 cretion) of this drug in rats over the course of just a few hours
191 (Figure 3B), which presumably occurs due to increasing
192 kidney clearance associated with the intravenous fluid
193 delivered during dosing.59,60

194 While the ability to maintain plasma drug levels at a fixed
195 value (e.g., centered within the therapeutic window) should be
196 of significant clinical value,61−65 achieving similarly precise
197 control over defined, time-varying profiles is likely also of
198 value. Such control, for example, could be used to reduce

199subject-to-subject pharmacokinetic variation, an experimental
200variable that often confounds drug discovery efforts.66 To
201demonstrate our ability to precisely achieve such profiles we
202compared two groups of rats, one receiving manual, intra-
203muscular (IM) injections of tobramycin at a dose scaled to
204their body surface area (an approach generally thought to
205correct for intersubject varability67) and the other receiving
206PID-controlled intravenous infusions following a predefined
207pharmacokinetic function mimicking the pharmacokinetic
208profile of a specific IM injection within a specific individual
209 f4(Figure 4). As expected, the group receiving IM injections
210exhibited significant pharmacokinetic variability; that is, 30%
211standard deviation between areas under the three pharmaco-
212kinetic curves (Figure 4A). In contrast, the areas under the
213curve for the group receiving feedback-controlled infusions

Figure 2. E-AB-driven feedback-controlled dosing supports unprecedentedly high-precision control over in vivo drug levels. Here, for example, we
present feedback-controlled pharmacokinetic profiles in which the plasma tobramycin concentrations were held at set points of 80, 50, or 20 μM for
40, 50, and 60 min, respectively, in three different rats. The precision afforded by adjusting the dosing rate every 7 s using real-time concentration
measurements is reflected in a variance of only a few micromolar around the desired concentration.

Figure 3. Feedback-controlled, multihour maintenance of therapeutic
drug levels. PID-controlled drug infusions actively adjust dosing in
response to metabolic fluctuations within a living subject. (A) Here,
for example, we used feedback control to hold the plasma tobramycin
level constant at a concentration 10-fold above the drug’s MIC90 (the
minimum inhibitory concentration for 90% of clinical isolates57) for
approximately 4 h. (Longer runs are precluded due to animal welfare
concerns that limit the time animals can be kept under anesthesia to
avoid toxic exposure to the anesthetic gas isoflurane). (B) The
elimination half-life of the drug, which can be determined from the
instantaneous dosing rate required to maintain plasma concentrations
at the desired concentration (eq 1), varies by more than a factor of 3
within this one subject over the course of this experiment, highlighting
the need for improved drug delivery mechanisms. The black curve
reflects a 3 min rolling average.
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214 exhibited only 4% standard deviation despite similarly varying
215 in size and body surface area (Figure 4B).
216 To find the source of this improvement we performed
217 regression analyses of our data using a one compartment
218 pharmacokinetic model with first-order absorption and
219 elimination kinetics58 and then calculated the relative standard
220 deviation between the pharmacokinetic parameters obtained
221 from the relevant pharmacokinetic profiles. Doing this we
222 determined that the improved precision we achieve originates
223 from actively adjusting dosing in response to fluctuations of the

f5 224 rate of elimination (Figure 5); in other words, our controller is
225 successfully responding to differences in the pharmacokinetics
226 of different rats to ensure that the total area under the curve
227 remains effectively identical between them.
228 A third potentially important research application of
229 feedback-controlled drug delivery would be to emulate
230 human drug exposure profiles in animal models. Such
231 “humanization” of animal pharmacokinetics would allow us
232 to determine the effects of human-like plasma drug-time
233 profiles (rather than the typically much more rapid uncon-
234 strained pharmacokinetics of the animal) on diseases being
235 studied in animal models, such as infection with human
236 pathogens or the treatment of human xenograft tumors, and to
237 better determine the most effective dose in the face of
238 significant interspecies differences in drug pharmacokinetics.1,2

239 Here, for example, we used this approach to generate a human-
240 like pharmacokinetic profile for tobramycin in a rat. To do this
241 we first extracted pharmacokinetic data corresponding to 10
242 human patients from the clinical literature55 and performed
243 regression analysis to obtain the average human profile. Using

244this averaged profile, we then defined a time-varying function,
245which we set as a reference in the PID controller. Employing
246this to perform the controlled intravenous infusion of
247tobramycin into a rat we generated a drug profile closely
248emulating human drug exposure levels, which are characterized
249by much slower elimination kinetics than those seen in rats
250 f6(Figure 6). To achieve this, the PID-controller actively

Figure 4. Eliminating subject-to-subject variability in drug exposure. Intersubject metabolic variability can confound studies of the relationships
between pharmacokinetics and therapeutic outcomes. The high precision control over in vivo drug levels afforded by E-AB-driven feedback control
provides a means of circumventing this confounding variability. (A) As shown, for example, the intramuscular administration of empirically
determined doses of tobramycin (by calibrating them against body surface area)68 results in significant (30% standard deviation) subject-to-subject
variability in drug exposure as measured by the area under the curve. (B) In contrast, PID-controlled delivery following a programmed
pharmacokinetic function (here we imposed a one compartment pharmacokinetic model with first order drug absorption and elimination kinetics)
results in an order of magnitude improvement in the precision with which the area under the curve can be reproduced between animals (4%
standard deviation).

Figure 5. Feedback-controlled drug delivery greatly improves control
over drug exposure. Here we present the relative standard deviation of
four pharmacokinetic parameters determined by regression analysis of
the profiles shown in Figure 4: the area under the curve (AUC), the
rate of drug absorption (γabs.), the maximum plasma concentration
(Cmax), and the rate of elimination (βelim). From these plots it
becomes evident that the order of magnitude improvement in the
reproducibility of AUC between subjects that we achieve originates
from actively adjusting dosing in response to fluctuations of the rate of
elimination. In other words, since tobramycin is excreted unchanged
via the kidneys (i.e., it is not metabolized within the body), our PID-
controller is finely regulating dosing to match kidney clearance.
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251 overcomes the rat’s rapid excretion of the drug by dosing at a
252 rate that continuously “beats” the drug’s elimination half-life.

253 The ability to perform metabolism-responsive, feedback-
254 controlled drug delivery based on real-time, in situ
255 concentration measurements has the potential to dramatically
256 improve pharmacological treatment. The decades-long effort to
257 achieve feedback control over blood sugar,69 for example, has
258 recently delivered an FDA-approved device that is creating
259 unprecedented advances in the treatment of diabetes.70

260 Beyond this single, unambiguous success, however, other
261 efforts to achieve feedback-controlled drug delivery remain
262 extremely limited. In one of the few prior examples, blood was
263 continuously drawn from an animal into an ex-vivo micro-
264 fluidic chip for E-AB analysis before being discarded,42 and the
265 resultant concentration information was used to perform
266 feedback control of rather limited precision and duration.71

267 The only other reports of feedback-controlled drug delivery we
268 are aware of are a set of studies that regulated anesthetic dosing
269 based on input from electrocardiogram- or electromyography-
270 derived measurements of the depth of anesthesia,72−75 and a
271 study that employed an automated sphygmomanometer to
272 control the dosing of phenylephrine to maintain proper blood
273 pressure.76 None of these examples, of course, employed real-
274 time, in situ measurements of drugs in the body to inform
275 control because these were simply not available prior to the
276 advent of indwelling E-AB sensors.28

277 E-AB supported feedback control takes advantage of the
278 unmatched properties of the sensing platform to optimally
279 deliver intravenous drugs, but it is also, of course, subject to its
280 limitations and to limitations in drug delivery. Feedback
281 control, for example, can only be performed on drugs that can
282 be delivered continuously via long-term infusion. Likewise it
283 can only be performed on drugs for which E-AB sensors of
284 clinically sufficient specificity are available. This said, the ability
285 to perform negative selections during aptamer development
286 suggests the impact of this may be limited.77,78 Another
287 potential limitation of E-AB-derived feedback control relates to
288 the duration of the approach, which to date has only been
289 demonstrated to work over periods of 6 h due to anesthetic-
290 exposure limits currently in place per our animal protocols.
291 Efforts to transition such studies to awake animal models to
292 test and extend the duration of the approach are ongoing.
293 Finally, to date we have only explored E-AB sensor placements
294 in the circulatory system; future work will explore the placing

295of sensors in tissues, opening up the real possibility of feedback
296control over drug levels at the actual site of therapeutic
297intervention.
298Here we have demonstrated the ability of E-AB-informed
299feedback control to regulate plasma drug levels in situ in live
300animals. This unprecedented, high-precision control over
301plasma drug levels could prove a powerful tool in
302pharmacological research. The ability to precisely achieve
303predefined, time-varying drug profiles, for example, would help
304eliminate the often confounding effects of subject-to-subject
305pharmacokinetic variability or to emulate the effects of human
306drug exposure in animal models. And the ability to maintain
307constant plasma drug concentrations provides a unique
308opportunity to monitor pharmacokinetic variation with time
309resolution orders of magnitude better than is possible using
310traditional (ex vivo) approaches. Finally, by optimizing drug
311delivery rates many times a minute the resultant fine control
312over drug plasma concentrations could improve our ability to
313accurately maintain therapeutic levels even in the face of
314unexpected changes in health, diet, or drug−drug interactions,
315and thus represents a significant improvement over state-of-
316the-art drug delivery. In short, the technology demonstrated
317here could greatly enhance both the development and delivery
318of pharmacological treatment.

319■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

320Reagents and Materials. Sodium hydroxide, sulfuric acid,
321tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris), ethylenediaminete-
322traacetic acid (EDTA), sodium hydrogen phosphate, sodium
323chloride, potassium chloride, and potassium dihydrogen
324phosphate were obtained from Fisher Scientific (Waltham,
325MA). 6-Mercapto-1-hexanol and tris(2-carboxyethyl)-
326phosphine (TCEP) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
327Louis, MO). Tobramycin sulfate (USP grade) was obtained
328from Gold BioTechnology, Inc. (St. Louis, MO). All reagents
329were used as received. A 1X stock solution of phosphate
330buffered saline (PBS) was prepared containing 10 mM sodium
331hydrogen phosphate, 2.7 mM potassium chloride, 137 mM
332sodium chloride, and 1.76 mM potassium phosphate. A 1X
333stock solution of Tris-EDTA buffer was prepared containing 10
334mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and 1 mM EDTA.
335Catheters (22 G) and 1 mL syringes were purchased from
336Becton Dickinson (Franklin Lakes, NJ). PTFE-insulated gold,
337platinum, and silver wires (75 μm diameter) were purchased
338from A-M systems. To employ the silver wires as reference
339electrodes they were immersed in concentrated sodium
340hypochlorite (commercial bleach) overnight to form a silver
341chloride film. Heat-shrink polytetrafluoroethylene insulation
342(PTFE, HS Sub-Lite-Wall, 0.02, 0.005, 0.003 ± 0.001 in, black-
343opaque, Lot No. 17747112-3), used to electrically insulate
344gold, silver, and platinum wires, was purchased from ZEUS
345(Branchburg Township, CA). Custom-made, open ended,
346mesh-covered three channel connector cables to fabricate in
347vivo probes were purchased from PlasticsOne (Roanoke, VA).
348DNA Aptamer. The tobramycin binding aptamer sequence
349employed in this work was obtained from previous reports.28,42

350We purchased the methylene-blue-and-thiol-modified DNA
351from Biosearch Technologies, with sequence

Figure 6. “Humanizing” animal pharmacokinetics. PID-controlled
delivery following a programmed pharmacokinetic function that
emulates human drug exposure levels creates an unprecedented
opportunity to account for interspecies metabolic differences and
determine the effects of human-like plasma drug time profiles on
human disease being studied in animal models.
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352 The DNA aptamer was purified through dual HPLC by the
353 supplier and used as received. Upon receipt, each construct
354 was dissolved to 200 μM in 1X Tris-EDTA buffer and frozen at
355 −20 °C in individual aliquots until use.
356 Electrode Fabrication. The E-AB sensors employed in
357 this work were fabricated as described in previous reports.32,79

358 Briefly, segments of pure gold (12 cm in length), platinum
359 (11.5 cm), and silver (11 cm) wire, were cut to make sensors.
360 The insulation at both ends of these wires, about 2 cm, was
361 removed using a surgical blade to allow electrical contact.
362 These were then soldered each to one of the three ends of a
363 connector cable using 60% tin/40% lead rosin-core solder (0.8
364 mm diameter) and then attached together by applying heat to
365 shrinkable tubing around the body of the wires, except for a
366 small window of about 5 mm at the edge of each wire. The
367 wires were attached in a layered fashion, with the gold wire
368 being insulated alone first, then both gold and platinum wires
369 together, and finally all three wires together. The purpose of
370 this three-layer-thick insulation was to give mechanical
371 strength to the body of the malleable probe. To prevent
372 electrical shorts between wires, different lengths were used for
373 each wire as described above. The sensor window (i.e., the
374 region devoid of insulation) in the gold wire was cut to
375 approximately 3 mm in length. To increase the surface area of
376 the gold working electrodes (to obtain larger peak currents)
377 the sensor surface was roughened electrochemically via
378 immersion in 0.5 M sulfuric acid followed by stepping the
379 potential between Einitial = 0.0 V to Ehigh = 2.0 V vs Ag/AgCl,
380 back and forth, for 16 000 pulses.32 Each potential step was of
381 20 ms duration with no waiting time in-between pulses. To
382 fabricate sensors an aliquot of the DNA construct was reduced
383 for 30 min at room temperature with a 1000-fold molar excess
384 of tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine. A freshly roughened probe
385 was then rinsed in deionized water before being immersed in a
386 solution of the reduced DNA construct at 200 nM in PBS for 1
387 h at room temperature. Following this the sensor was
388 immersed overnight at 25 °C for 12 h in 5 mM 6-mercapto-
389 1-hexanol in PBS to coat the remaining gold surface. After this,
390 the sensor was rinsed with deionized water and stored in PBS.
391 Electrochemical Data Acquisition and Processing.
392 The sensors were interrogated via square wave voltammetry by
393 sweeping the electrode potential from 0.0 V to −0.5 V versus
394 Ag/AgCl, using an amplitude of 50 mV, potential step sizes of
395 1−5 mV, and varying frequencies from 10 to 500 Hz. The files
396 corresponding to each voltammogram were recorded in serial
397 order using macros in CH Instruments software. All square
398 wave measurements were performed using a three-electrode
399 setup as described above and with a CH Instruments
400 Electrochemical workstation (Austin, TX, model 1040C).
401 Postexperiment data processing was carried out in Igor Pro v.7
402 software. Images were assembled using Adobe Creative Cloud
403 Illustrator using EPS files exported from Igor Pro.
404 Feedback Control Scripts and Computer Interface.
405 We coded the PID-controller script in MATLAB 2016. Briefly,
406 the program extracts peak currents from square wave
407 voltammograms recorded using different square wave

408frequencies. Employing this information and a calibration
409curve collected prior to in vivo measurements (performed in
410flowing whole blood in vitro),28 it calculates free-drug
411concentrations. It then compares these measured concen-
412trations to the reference set point, computes the appropriate
413dosage to deliver based on the PID-controller response, and
414correspondingly adjusts the rate with which the pump infuses
415the drug. We delivered drug doses using the Instrument
416Control Toolbox module in MATLAB 2016 to communicate
417with a KD Scientific pump, KDS 200 Legacy Series. The
418minimum time interval for the actuation of the pump is set by
419the time it takes to complete the measurement of the
420voltammograms, which is ∼7 s. In this work we averaged the
421pump actuation over two points. The magnitude of the gains
422employed, as well as all other experimental parameters, are
423included within the full script presented in the Supporting
424Information Appendix.
425In Vitro Testing. Prior to performing in vivo experiments
426we tested the ability of our PID controller to estimate infusion
427rates that would maintain constant drug concentrations in vitro
428in flowing PBS buffer. We did this by connecting a feedback-
429controlled syringe pump to a 1000 mL beaker modified with a
430liquid feed inlet and one outlet. We controlled the flow of PBS
431buffer going into and out of the beaker so that the net volume
432in the glass vessel remained constant at 300 mL but would be
433completely replaced with fresh buffer every 20 min (i.e., we
434simulated rapid drug elimination kinetics in this “glass rat”).
435We then instructed the controller to hold E-AB-measured drug
436concentrations constant while challenging with fast buffer
437washes and tuned the gain magnitudes to maintain the preset
438concentration within 5% precision (Figure S1). This setting
439allowed us to tune the value of each of the controller gains to
440produce drug infusion rates compatible with in vivo experi-
441ments.
442Animal Procedures. In vivo measurements were per-
443formed in male and female Sprague-Dawley rats (4−5 months
444old) purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Santa Cruz,
445CA), weighing between 300 and 500 g. All animals were pair-
446housed in a standard light cycle room (08:00 on, 20:00 off)
447and allowed ad libitum access to food and water. The
448experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional
449Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the University
450of California Santa Barbara and adhered to the guidelines given
451by the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
452(8th edition, National Academy Press, 2011).80

453For in vivo measurements rats were induced under 5%
454isoflurane anesthesia in a Plexiglas anesthesia chamber. The
455rats were then maintained on 2−3% isoflurane gas for the
456duration of the experiment. While anesthetized, an infusion
457line was inserted into the left jugular vein of the rats and E-AB
458sensors were inserted into the opposite, right vein. Briefly, the
459area above each jugular vein was shaved and cleaned with
460betadine and 70% ethanol. A small incision was made above
461each vein, and then each vein was isolated. A small hole was
462cut into each vein with spring-loaded microscissors. Into one
463we inserted a silastic catheter constructed with a bent steel
464cannula with a screw-type connector (Plastics One, Roanoke,
465VA) and silastic tubing (11 cm, i.d. 0.64 mm, o.d. 1.19 mm,
466Dow Corning, Midland, MI) for infusions. In the other we
467inserted the E-AB sensor. Both the E-AB sensor and the
468infusion line were tied into place with sterile 6−0 silk suture
469(Fine Science Tools, Foster City, CA), then 30 units of heparin
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470 were infused into the rat prior to the recording of
471 measurements.
472 All in vivo measurements were performed using a three-
473 electrode setup in which the reference electrode was a silver
474 wire coated with a silver chloride film as described above, and
475 the counter electrode was a platinum wire. A 20 min sensor
476 baseline was established before performing PID-controlled
477 drug infusions. Recordings were taken for up to 6 h, with
478 typical sampling rates of one concentration measurement every
479 7 s.

480 ■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
481 *S Supporting Information
482 The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the
483 ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acsptsci.8b00033.

484 Setup of our “glass rat” and control experiments (Figures
485 S1); data in support of some of the claims of this
486 manuscript (Figures S2−S6); full copy of our Matlab
487 script (PDF)
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